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Based on

Haskell in 5 steps

https://wiki.haskell.org/Haskell_in_5_steps
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A State Transformer ST Example 

in  https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi13/cse230-a/lectures/monads2.html

a generic version of the State monad in Control.Monad.State.Lazy

a good example to learn State monad and general monads

do not be confused with monad transformers, StateT

       

State in Haskell, J. Launchbury, S. Pe Jones, 2016

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/state-lasc.pdf

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi13/cse230-a/lectures/monads2.html

A State Transformer 
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https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

State Monad 
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newtype State s a = State { runState :: s -> (a, s) }

instance Monad (State s) where

(>>=) :: State s a -> (a -> State s b) -> State s b

p >>= k = q where

    p' = runState p        -- p' :: s -> (a, s)

    k' = runState . k     -- k' :: a -> s -> (b, s)

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

State Monad State Monad 
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State Monad : 

● a simple wrapper type

● usually defined with newtype.

type : type synonyms for an existing type (no data constructor)

newtype : can make an instance 

A single data constructor : State { runState :: s -> (s, a) }

A single field :   { runState :: s -> (s, a) }

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

A Wrapper Type 

newtype State s a = State { runState :: s -> (a, s) }

single-field record 

a function wrapped 

in a record syntax

State Monad 
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https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

Making a value – using the function “state”

state
(s -> (a, s)) State s a

runState
(s -> (a, s))State s a

in practices, State data constructor is not allowed to be accessed

Instead, the function state is provided 

newtype State s a = State { runState :: s -> (a, s) }

let stst = state (\y -> (y, y+1))  a library function

●   the accessor function runState is provided
Control.Monad.Trans.State 
exports a state function

State Monad 
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Accessor Function runState

s (a, s)

 state processor 

a

stst :: State s a

1) let stst = State { runState = (\y -> (y, y+1))  }

runState stst    (\y -> (y, y+1))  -- no instance error

s

a s binding variable type

2) let stst = state (\y -> (y, y+1))

runState stst   1    (1, 2) 

run State Processor (Function)

State Monad 
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Control.Monad.Trans.State

no State data constructor

instead the function “state”

state :: (s -> (a, s)) -> State s a

Control.Monad.State

different implements of the State 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

The “state” function 

state
(s -> (a, s)) State s a

state
State s a

s (a, s)

State Monad 
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State is a record with only one element, 

whose type is a function (:: s -> (a, s))

runState converts a value of type State s a 

to a function of this type (:: s -> (a, s))

runState :: State s a -> s -> (a, s)

apply runState to a value of the type State s a, 

the return type is a function type s -> (a, s) 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/3240947/understanding-haskell-accessor-functions

runState function

newtype State s a = State { runState :: s -> (a, s) }

runState
(s -> (a, s))State s a

runState
State s a

s (a, s)

State Monad 
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instance Monad (State s) where

return :: a -> State s a

return x = state ( \s -> (x, s) )

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

return method

State s a

return
a State s a

state
State s a

s (a, s)

agiving a value (x) to return 

results in a state processor function 

which takes a state (s) and 

returns it unchanged (s), 

together with the value x 

finally, the function is wrapped up by state. 

return

State Monad 
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instance Monad (State s) where

(>>=) :: State s a -> (a -> State s b) -> State s b

p >>= k = q where

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

Function type of  >>=

p :: State s a 

k :: (a -> State s b)

p >>= k

State s a -> (a -> State s b) -> State s b

p  k

>>=p 

 k

q 

>>=
State s a 

(a -> State s b)

 State s b

State Monad 
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instance Monad (State s) where

(>>=) :: State s a -> (a -> State s b) -> State s b

p >>= k = q where

    p' = runState p        -- p' :: s -> (a, s)

    k' = runState . k     -- k' :: a -> s -> (b, s)

x :: a

k :: a -> State s b 

k x :: State s b 

r = k x :: State s b 

runState r  ::  s -> (b, s)

runState p ::  s -> (a, s)

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

Composite Function runState . k 

k 

runState p  
 :: s -> (a, s)

runState r  
 :: s -> (b, s) :: a -> State s b

runState . k
 :: a -> s -> (b, s)

(1) (2)

k

>>=aState s

a

b

b

State s

State s

p

r

x k x

State Monad 
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https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

IO Monad 
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instance Monad IO where

    return x w0 = (x, w0)

    (ioX >>= f) w0  =

    let  (x, w1) = ioX w0

    in f x w1  -- has type (t, World)

 type    IO t    =    World    ->    (t, World)

type synonym

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

IO Monad and ST Monad

instance Monad ST where

   return x  =  \s -> (x,s)

   st >>= f  =  \s -> let (x,s') = st s 

   in f x s'

   -- return :: a -> ST a

   -- (>>=)  :: ST a -> (a -> ST b) -> ST b

   st >>= f  =  \w0 ->  let (x,w1) = st w0 

       in f x w1

IO Monad 
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newtype IO a = IO (State# RealWorld -> (# State# RealWorld, a #))

instance  Monad IO  where

    return    = returnIO

    (>>=)     = bindIO

returnIO :: a -> IO a

returnIO x = IO $ \ s -> (# s, x #)

bindIO :: IO a -> (a -> IO b) -> IO b

bindIO (IO m) k = IO $ \ s -> case m s of (# new_s, a #) -> unIO (k a) new_s

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/6647852/haskell-actual-io-monad-implementation-in-

different-language

IO Monad IO Monad 
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IO t is a parameterized function type

input : a World

output: a result value of the type t and a new updated World 

are obtained by modifying the given World

in the process of computing the result value of the type t. 

    type    IO t    =    World    ->    (t, World) type synonym

cf) type application 

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

Type Synonym IO t 

World -> (t, World)

IO t

World (t, World)

World (t, World)

IO Monad 
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https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

return method and partial application

let (x, w0) = return x w0 

return
a

World  (a, World) 

return a :: a -> IO a 

returnx

w0  (x, w0) 

x

w0
 (x, w0) 

return a World :: (a, World)

return

a

World

 (a, World) 

let (x, w0) = return x w0 

return

Types

Values

IO Monad 
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instance Monad IO where

    return x world = (x, world)

    (ioX >>= f) world0  =

    let

        (x, world1) = ioX world0

    in

        f x world1  -- Has type (t, World)

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

IO Monad

ioX
World (t, World)

    f x  w1 

w0  (x, w1) 

(ioX >>= f) :: IO a -> (a -> IO b) -> IO b

ioX :: IO a 

f :: (a -> IO b) 

ioX :: IO a f :: (a -> IO b) 

ioY
World (t, World)
w1  (y, w1) 

fx
t

IO Monad 
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The return function takes x 

and gives back a function 

that takes a World 

and returns x along with the “new, updated” World

formed by not modifying the World it was given

.

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

return

    return x world = (x, world)

returnx

World  (x, World) 

IO Monad 
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the expression (ioX >>= f) has type World -> (t, World)

a function that takes a World, called w0,

which is used to extract x from its IO monad. 

This gets passed to f, resulting in another IO monad, 

which again is a function that takes a World 

and returns a x and a new, updated World. 

We give it the World we got back from getting x out of its monad, 

and the thing it gives back to us is the t with a final version of the World

.

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

iox >>= f

ioXWorld (t, World)
f

World
(t, World)

    f x  world1 

  world0  (x, world1) 

t

x

world1

the implementation of bind 

IO Monad 
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instance Monad IO where

    return x w0 = (x, w0)

    (ioX >>= f) w0  =

    let  (x, w1) = ioX w0

    in   f x w1  -- has type (t, World)

    type    IO t    =    World    ->    (t, World) type synonym

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

implementation of return and >>= IO Monad 
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Recall that interactive programs in Haskell are written 

using the type IO a of “actions” that return a result of type a, 

but may also perform some input/output. 

A number of primitives are provided for building values of this type, 

including:

return  :: a -> IO a

(>>=)   :: IO a -> (a -> IO b) -> IO b

getChar :: IO Char

putChar :: Char -> IO ()

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

IO Monad IO Monad 
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The use of return and >>= means that IO is monadic, 

and hence that the do notation can be used 

to write interactive programs. 

For example, the action that reads a string of characters 

from the keyboard can be defined as follows:

getLine :: IO String

getLine =  do x <- getChar

              if x == '\n' then

                 return []

              else

                 do xs <- getLine

                    return (x:xs)

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

IO Monad IO Monad 
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t is interesting to note that the IO monad can be viewed 

as a special case of the state monad, 

in which the internal state is a suitable representation 

of the “state of the world”:

   type World = ...

   type IO a  = World -> (a, World)

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

IO Monad IO Monad 
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That is, an action can be viewed as a function 

that takes the current state of the world as its argument, 

and produces a value and a modified world as its result, 

in which the modified world reflects any input/output 

performed by the action. In reality, Haskell systems 

such as Hugs and GHC implement actions

 in a more efficient manner, but for the purposes 

of understanding the behaviour of actions, 

the above interpretation can be useful.

https://www.cs.hmc.edu/~adavidso/monads.pdf

IO Monad IO Monad 
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https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Haskell/Understanding_monads/State

ST Monad 
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data ST s a

ST s a looks a lot like State s a, and indeed they are similar in spirit. 

An ST computation is one that uses an internal state to produce results, 

except that the state is mutable. 

For that purpose, Data.STRef provides STRefs. 

A STRef s a is exactly like an IORef a, 

but it lives in the ST s monad rather than in IO. 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi13/cse230-a/lectures/monads2.html

ST Monad ST Monad 
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There is one major difference that sets apart ST 

from both State and IO. 

Control.Monad.ST offers a runST function with the following type:

runST :: (forall s. ST s a) -> a

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi13/cse230-a/lectures/monads2.html

ST Monad ST Monad 
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At first, that is a shocking type signature. 

If ST involves mutability, how come we can simply extract 

a values from the monad? 

The answer lies in the forall s. part of the type. 

Having a forall s. enclosed within the type of an argument amounts 

to telling the type checker "s could be anything. 

Don't make any assumptions about it". 

Not making any assumptions, however, means 

that s cannot be matched with anything else − 

even with the s from another invocation of runST [3]: 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi13/cse230-a/lectures/monads2.html

ST Monad ST Monad 
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and so we can label the tree

ghci> let tree2   = Node tree tree 

ghci> let (lt, s) = apply (mlabelM tree) $ M 0 empty 

ghci> lt

Node (Node (Node (Leaf ('a',0)) (Leaf ('b',1))) (Leaf ('c',2)))

(Node (Node (Leaf ('a',3)) (Leaf ('b',4))) (Leaf ('c',5)))

ghci> s

M {index = 6, freq = fromList [('a',2),('b',2),('c',2)]}

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/wi13/cse230-a/lectures/monads2.html

Using a Generic State Transformer (6)  ST Monad 
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